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ABSTRACT

Like other businesses in industry, there is a; need to
have a software system to give managers and other deGision

making executives easy access to up-to-date operating
information. This information includes inventory;
bookkeeping, and product maintenance activities between

central/headguarters and branch stores. The traditional way
to prpvide information to those who make critical decisions

is to build a centralized data warehouse utilizing various
legacy systems.

This project intends to explore the feasibility of

using a data mart^ structure to expedite the decision-making
process and to implement key functions of such a design.

This would provide users with critical, timely, and
accessible decision-making information. The task of this ;
project is to build the communication channel within the

enterprise management territory and to provide crucial
marketing business intelligence in a timely fashion.
The purpose of this project is to develop a Decision

Making Database System(Dl^S) that utilizes Object Linking
and Embedding(OLE) technologies to simulate how to integrate

existing data from many different formats and Ipcatibns into
data mart can be regarded as a special kind Of data
warehouse in which a summarized, highly focused pprtion of
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a form that suppdrts the decision-makers' community. The

DMDS; w

using Data Mart Information Packaging

Methodology's refinemeht tecHnology. Such methodology began
with information package diagrams, evolving into star
schemata, and then into the final physical implementation
phase, using Visual Basic version 4.0.

The DMDS was developed including fully functional user-

friendly screens in Windows 95 operatihg environments and is

readily expandable to the Windows NT workstation platform if
needed. Several Structure Query Language(SQL) queries were
embedded in the DMDS for delivering fast, effective, and
comprehensive business solutions. The DMDS also assists

users, who gain a significant competitive advantage by being
shown a final visualization of data through information-

filled reports, eventually assimilating enough information
to make an informed decision.

The functionality of DMDS was fully validated ahd is
now ready to deploy on the intranet of any of today's
business corporations.

the data is placed into a separate database for use by a
specific population.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

The motivation of this project comes from the idea of
finding a way to construct a better, faster, and more

complete information system, which provides for the needs of

the user.^'^ A similar vision is echoed by MS Solutions, the
Riverside, California-based retail software provider, which
assists clients in becoming more profitable and more
competent in the current competitive retail market^. Like
other businesses in the software industry, MS Solutions
needs to render a software system, which will give managers
and other decision-making executives easy access to the most
up-to-date operating information.

One of the existing difficulties worth mentioning in

the retail business is the transference of data or diagrams

within different platforms, sets of peripherals, or those of
incompatible applications. One Of the most frequently asked
questions by retail software developers is whether it is
feasible to allow such a transfer to occur naturally in
different application environments. The Object Linking and
Embedding (OLE) techniques,

which are mainly used in

Windows 95 and Windows NT platforms, provide a solution to
this question.

The techniques of OLE not only enable users to
integrate applications and share data more easily on a
system, but also reduce hardware and training costs, and

comply with the current trend of downsizing in the
management of human resources.

I

Central Depot/Headgua

5

Branch Store#l

Branch Store#2

Branch Store#3

Branch Store#4

Figure 1.1. The design for the need of data communication
between headquarters and its branch stores.

The traditional way to provide information to decisionmakers is to build a centralized data warehouse, utilizing

various legacy systems to make critical decisions

®

®

Although this serves the need, according to a recent

International Data Corporation study,® the average return on
investment (ROD in data warehouse technology is 321%, and
the average payback time is 2.73 years. On the other hand,

the study also shows that the average ROI for the data mart
technology discussed below is 532%, and 1.57 years for the
average time of payback.

A data mart can be regarded as a special kind of data
warehouse, in which a summarized and highly focused portion
of the data is placed into a separate database for use by a

specific population.^' ®' "' ® In other words, a data mart is a
highly centralized data warehouse, catering to retail
businesses' decision-makers.

Therefore, the main objective of this project is to
explore the feasibility of using the data mart structure to

expedite the decision-making process and implement some
crucial functions of the data mart paradigm. This would

provide critical, timely, and accessible decision making
information to the decision-makers.

PURPOSE OF THIS PROJECT

The purpose of this project is to develop a Decision
Making Database System (DMDS) and utilize OLE technology to

provide an effective tool to update Point-Of-Sale (PCS)
transaction results among the headquarters and branch stores

on any business day. (Figure 1.1) This project would render
some timely and crucial marketing information for the

decision-makers, such as the Central station manager having
full control of general operations. These operations include

inventory checfcing, purchase order contrdi, price setting,
order deliveby information, and daily, weekly, and annual

product movement analysis. The final goal is to provide what
is needed for the decision, no more and no less.

PROJECT PRODUCTS

The completed project design will deliver the following
products in the final phase:
• Application of Decision Making Database System (r>Mr>.q)

The name of the Database System speaks for itself. This
system is built in such a manner that once its functions are

successfully implemented within the enterprise management
territory (i,e. Intranet), it will provide crucial marketing
information in a timely fashion.

Visual Basic f

Windows 95 (version 4.0), the coding

platform language to implement this designy is well known as
a great tool for creating robust and useful Windows-based

applications. Its productivity-enhancing tools for graphical
user interface (GUI) techniques are widely used throughout
the system.

visual Basic is also equipped with data-bound controls

and has a powerful Jet Database Engine (the same database
engine used by Microsoft Access in this project; for the

detail of Jet Database Engine; please see Appendix B), which
allows one to write Structured Query Language (SQL)
statements to set up the database and front-end interfaces

for the DMDS. The other advantage of using the Jet database

engine in the project is that it accepts not only the native
Jet database data but also the data from other external

databases, such as dBase, Paradox, FoxPro, Btrieve, Lotus 1

2-3,or Excel.®'" This allows the DMDS to house other

systems' information easier, (illustrated in Figure 1.2 of
the following page)

Microsoft OLE technology, which was used in one of the
feature modules of this system, provides a standard way of
supporting multiple retail PCS platforms. This leads to the

DMDS having higher integrity and productivity.

•

Users Guide:

Its function is to provide the best available reference
document (this report) for the design detail, implementation

specification, system requirements, and project 1imitations
of the Decision Making Database System. The infomation in
this guide will be used in an essential, up-to-date.

simplified jargon format to support the administration users
who may or may not have a database background.

Decision Making
|
Diafabase
|
System(DMDS) I
ViV.W.SV.VV.Vi'i

7^

Microsoft Access 95 iiS

Microsoft Visual Basi

Crystal ^

Reports

4.0(32-blt)

Microsoft Jet Database

Engine

Query
Engine

internal p
Repllcatioh p
ISAM i
functionality
|

"'ISAM: indexed

**ODBC:Open Database

Sequentiai/Access

\connectivity
jDBG** drivers;

External ISAM'
Lotus

1-2-3
Excel

dBase

External
Database
FoxPro
Microsoft
Jet

Paradox

Btrieve

database

(SQL Server,
Oracle, etc.)

(Projectrndb)
External
data

Figure 1.2 The structure of Decision Making Database
System(DMDS)
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CHAPTER TWO

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION

introduction"

The mission of this project includes the design and

implementation of key data mart functions. This project will
show how to integrate existing data from many different

formats and locations into a form that will support
decision-makers in a timely fashion. The completely designed
database system will offer corporate managers and other

decision-making executives easy access to up-to-date
operating information on inventory, bookkeeping, and product
maintenance activities. The Visual Basic for Windows

95(version 4.0) enterprise edition is the coding platform
language to implement this design.

PROJECT APPROACH

Current software systems such as Retail, developed by

MS Solutions, pose the question of how to effectively

integrate PCS daily transaction data or seasonal promotion
diagrams within various operating platforms or incompatible

Historically, PCS applications have been built in a
low-level, hatd-to-manage programming style (for example.

those that are used in NCR systems)

® Under these

circumstances, the necessity to use high-level, powerful
development tools (such as Microsoft Visual Basic) and

cutting-edge technology (i.e., OLE for retail PCS) to build

a new system is inevitable; this is the point at which the
project will be introduced.

The project is conducted using the concepts of a data

mart paradigm", and the system design is constmicted using
the following steps:
1. Analyze the simulated operating environments, and
clarify the scope of this project.
2. Review and understand the model requirements, and
identify the key functions of the model in detail.
3. Collect or set up the testing data set for the projecttesting phase.

4. Design the prototype by testing its level; this

includes the following activities:
• Identify entities within each testing scope.
• Determine key attributes of each set.
• Establish relationships.

5. Implement the design using Visual Basic as the coding
platform language.

6. Test and evaluate the perfomance of the design module.
7. Analyze the performance and resource requirement of the
implemented system.

PROJECT COMPONENTS

Like Other nontrivial Windows applications/ the project
itself presents more than one screen. Each screen consists

of objects that allow the user to interact with the systems
in order to determine or manipulate the flow of the program.
Generally speaking, the project can be categorized into two
main components: modules and forms with controls. Each of

these components has its unique functionality and appearance
to contribute to the project:
•

Forms with Gontrols:

A form is a graphic user interface, which consists of a

number of objects. Every object is made up of a variety of

Visual Basic controls/tools box. In terms of functionality,

every object can work as data input, results display, simply
lead to another form of graphic / tabular representations,
etc. These objects can have a diversity of representations,
which include menus, command buttons, list boxes, drop-down
combos, check boxes, data controls, and more.

Each object, once it is initiated by the user or
system-generated events, will exhibit its own behavior
through predefined programming code action.

•

Modules(Standard code modules):

A code module contains common codes such as

declarations, sub procedures, and functions that can share
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vast levels of scope throughout the entire project
application.

The big advantage of using standard code modules in the

project is to eliminate the amount of repetitive codes and

increase the overall modularity. In this project, one of the
standard code modules, graphlih, contains a programmer-

defined procedure that responds to a specific event to
perform drawing functions like a 3-D pie chart, a 3^D bar

chart, a line chart, and/or an area chart. Such modularity,
therefore greatly enhances the power in the development of
the project, and ensures the most efficient use of system
resources.

FTJNCTIONAL PARTITIONING

Just like a world full of objects and events, the
concepts behind the project - object-oriented, event-driven

programming (QOED), are easy to apply in order to design a
user-friendly Graphic User Interface (GUI) application. The
steps to create such an application using the QOED principle
and language of Visual Basic are as follows:

• Create a new form and modify tlie properties of the
form as desired.

• Construct the objects by picking up and dropping
all the applicable customer controls from the

11

Visual Basic toolbox to be displayed on the newly
created form.

• Write and attach customer codes to the target
object's event, in response to user or systemgenerated occurrences.

Within a form, each object works as a functional unit.

This can be illustrated by user-generated events in the
forms of: a key is pressed, a key is released, a mouse

click, a double mouse click, dragging and dropping, a
selection from the pop up menu, or a specific button chosen
from a dialog box, and so on. In addition, an event may be
initiated by system occurrences such as form activation, a
form load event, or the system timer checking at userdefined intervals.

However, if one looks at the Decision Making Database
System (DMDS) from the application point of view, the

functionality can be delineated by the choice within the
user menu. This user menu serves as a gateway to link to a
particular form to provide crucial, immediate information to

satisfy the need of that moment. The Select-an-Operation
form, which is one of the forms within the Decision Making

Database System, is a good example that falls into this
category.

In short, the goal of such a functional design echoes

the need to provide a familiar and natural setting for the

12

Windows' environment as well as accurate information in an
efficient manner for the data mart users.

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

•

PrQcessina Scenario

The nightly processing operation (NPO) - a default

daily update process - provides the vital daily information
for decision-makers allowing them to analyze and execute

important tasks. These tasks include balancing product

inventory, tracking product movement and pricing, updating
certain pre-defined queries operations, or carrying out some
dynamic queries from all stores.

Lastly, in order to enhance the company's capabilities
for fast-paced growth and revenue expansion^ the results of

NPO can also be finalized in the form of a summary
transaction report.

•

Restrictions/Limitations

To run the Decision Making database System, the system
configuration requirements are as follows:

• PC with a 486DX/66 MHz or higher processor (Pentium
or higher processor recommended).
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• Windows 95 operating system, Windows NT Workstation

operating system version 4.0, or Windows NT
Workstation operating system version 3.51.
•

12 MB of RAM for Windows 95 or Windows NT Workstation

4.0(16 MB recommended); 24 MB for Windows NT
Workstation 3.51.

• 15 MB hard-disk space required for minimum
installation.

• VGA or high-resolution (800*600 minimum) monitor.
• Microsoft Mouse or compatible pointing device.

• Performance p«»fpi-i ■r«=>Tiients

The sample database file, Project.mdb, which is
provided with the project as the testing data set, is a
relatively small set of data if compared to the maximum size
limitations. ^°Each form, standard, and class module of the
Visual Basic database engine (Jet) can handle up to 64K of

data. Since there are no explicit performance requirements
set up for this application, the system response time for

the calculations and displays of such a testing data set is
pleasantly acceptable.
As more features are added to the application, the

amount of memory the application uses and its executing
speed will affect performance more significantly.

14

The following factors may, however, slow down the

performance index in a significant way:"

•

Using vacme data tvpes for calculations

The default data type, such as Variant, consumes more
system memory than the other data types. If

frequently-applied mathematical computations were

involved in the code, more precisely-defihed variable
data types (such as Integer or Long) will result in a

considerable improvement in speed.
• Using too manv bit-tnapfl and inappropriate formats to
displav on the application

Because an application such as this Decision Making
Database System (DMDS) runs in a GUI environment, the
application speed is greatly dependent upon the
number of graphic bitmaps and proper display formats.

The use of less graphic bitmaps and image customer
control (compared to the use of picture box customer
control) will lead to faster form and paint

appearance, and therefore will have a positive impact
on the application's performance.

There are some implicit requirements for this system design:

15

User-friendly

• It required the shortest possible time for the user
to get used to the system.

• All designs are graphiGally illustrated; these
include, for instance, pull-down menus and pop-up
self-instructed help dialog boxes.
Efficiency

• Since this is the system to provide decision-making
information, speed is very important for the user.
Because the size of tested data is small to medium

scale, the timing pf the process response is above
the acceptable range.
Reliability

• Once the event occurs, the user expects the system to

behave in a stable, reliable and predictable manner.
• Results must not mislead the decision-maker.
Compatibility

• While this design is developed in Visual Basic (32

bit version) for a Windows 95 platform, it also can
safely extend its ability to other operating systems,

such as the Windows NT operatincf system environment.
Testedaility

• Each requirement in this design will be verified and
thoroughly tested in the final product.

16

Security

• Only authorized personnel will have the privilege of
accessing this database system.

VALIDATION CRITERIA

Prior to being put into practice, the database system
will meet all of the requirements stated in the previous
section. Any performance problems resulting from other
existing programs outside this design scope will be
disregarded in the evaluation stage.

CLASSES OF TESTS"

•

Unit Test

Test the individual form module in this design to
ensure that the implementation functions perform as
desired.
•

Integration Test

Integration testing is a systematic technique for
assembling software while at the same time conducting

tests to uncover errors associated with interfacing®'
•

System Test

Test system capabilities under extreme cases to ensure
that all the system elements have been properly

integrated and will perform their allocated functions.
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CHAPTER THREE

PROJECT APPROACH

One current strategy in decision-making systems
software, such as Retail (developed by MS Solutions), is to

build a centralized data warehouse structure utilizing

various operational systems.^'

7' ® This data structure

provides a means for the users to make some Critical

decisions. According to recent research®' using a new,
emerging technology of database structure --data mart
has a more impressive and promising future for meeting most
companies' information system department requirements.

A data mart, that is, a special kind of data

warehouse,' has the following characteristics:"
• It provides a centralization of corporate data or
infofniation assets.

• It is contained in a well-managed environment.
• It has consistent and repeatable processes defined
for loading operational data.

• It is built on an open and scalable architecture that
will handle future data expansion.
• It provides tools that allow its users to effectively

process the data into information without a high
degree of technical support.

18

0c:

;3B

Front-End Process

Mid-Tier Process

Back End Process

Figure 3.1 Components of a Data Mart
Process
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"There are three structural processes to make up a data
mart system: Back End Process, Mid-Tier Process, and Front

End Process (illustrated in Figure 3-1 of the previous page)
The details of these processes are explained as follows:
•

Back End Process; The main task of this stage is

data collection and gathering. One of two major

difficulties during the process is collecting a
solid and consistent design specification from the
uncertain requesters. The other impediment to
muddle the entire data mart system is dealing with

multiple source data formats. Some of them may be
easy to manipulate; however, most may not, so the
OLE technology is coming to play an important role
in this project.
•

Mid-Tier Process; After the Back End Process ends,
the data need to be scrubbed to have unifojrm

format and definition in order to be placed within
the data mart system. This placement can be either

in a central location (e.g. Headquarters) and/or
in some remote locations (e.g. branch stores).
Upon completing the data placement step, the
standard reports that are contained within the
data mart system should be compiled and indexed
for the on-line users' information retrieval.

20

•

Front End Process; This process invnivp.c! granting
the proper access levels to suitable users for

retrieving the data mart system information. In

this project, using the different security levels
assigned to the distinct users to access the

diverse DMDS data levels is a good practice of
this concept. However, several critical user
interfaces need to be built for ease of use. This

is also a system developers' primary concern for
this stage of design.

Although today's businesses are beginning to focus on

how information can improve the way they do business,

industry currently lacks a uniform methodology for
capturing, transforming, building, and delivering such data
into a data mart.®

This project, using Visual Basic and Access as

implementing dialects, provides a sample of design and
modeling techniques and delivers tools for the data mart
paradigm. Since Visual Basic shares its database engine
(Jet) with Access, databases created with Access can be

managed through Visual Basic.''

Therefore, it is natural to

select Access as a back-end support database for this
project.

w
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Conceptual Model
(Information Package Diagram)

Logical Model
(Star Schema Model)

Physical Model
(Physical DMDS Model)

Figure 3.2 Data Model Of Decision Making
DataBase System(DMDS)
In general, the design process of this project consists

of three iTiain phases.® The beginning phase involves the

conceptual design of the system with information package
diagrams. In the second phase, the star schema model will be

built; the three logical entities comprising: measure,
dimension, and category detail, will be defined and
characterized. Last but not least, the final phase will

22;

consist of physical design activities and construct the
application front-end interfaces. A summary of these phases
is provided below.

CONCEPTUAL MODEL DESIGN PHASE

A good data mart design depends strongly on providing

its target users with a higher degree of satisfaction. These
requirements will be properly defined in this phase design
through a consistent, coherent communication tool - the

information package diagram. The activity involved to build
up this diagram for conceptual model design includes the

following components:"
• Gathering requirements(usually referred to as information
or dimension mapping) from the users as the basis for the
overall design.

• Modeling and analyzing information requirements.
• Defining key performance measures.
• Defining dimensions.
• Defining categories.

LOGICAL DESIGN PHASE

The logical design phase is the process of adding some

refinement to the underlying data structure - a star schema
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data model will be discussed in the following chapter. The
goal of this phase is to provide complete, fully-defined
logical data entities for the implementation of the physical
design phase. The activity includes the following

procedures":
• Define and Characterize entities: measure, dimension, and

category detail.
• Define entity attributes and their relationships.

• Translate the information package diagram into a star
schema.

PHYSICAL DESIGN PHASE

In this stage, the Decision Making Database System is

moving into the process of implementing the data mart model
in a practical manner. Visual Basic (version 4.0) enterprise
edition is the chosen coding language for the design. Access
7,0 for Windows 95 is the sole database support for the

system's back-end. The activity of this phase involves the
following general steps:
• Creating the back-end supporting database system,

designing and applying Access system built-in action

queries to construct the tables, and stuffing the
database tables with the related data.

• Building the new forms and modifying their properties by
picking up and dropping all applicable customer controls
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from the toolbox. This includes data control, a built-in

control used as a gateway between the application forms
and selected data sources. Such a control provides a

tangible way of view to navigate the database system with
little code required.
• Writing and attaching customer codes to the target
object's event/ in response to user- or system-generated
occurrences.

• Designing fact-filling reports is one of the

distinguishable features of the data mart model. The
Crystal Reports control is one of the powerful additions
to the visual Basic Integrated Development
Environment(IDE), which is used heavily in this phase.

SYSTEM VALIDATION

After the Decision Making Database System (DMDS) design
completely goes through the previous steps - from the

abstract conceptual model phase to the physical
implementation phase - the system validation is the ultimate

and inevitable process to finalize these preliminary
development stages.

The function of the system validation is to review
specification, design, and coding to assure that all
performance requirements are

being met. Later in this

report, three interrelated performance tests will be
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discussed in sequence: unit testing, integration testing and

The final goals of performance tests are to
systematically uncover possible errors and correct them in a
prompt manner. This is done in order to provide a

satisfactory guarantee of the DMDS software's quality.

The above descriptions offer a glance at three aspects
of the project approach. Later in this report, each of these
phases will be discussed in detail and their specific
objectives and expectations will be addressed.
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CHAPTER FOUR

CONCEPTUAL MODEL DESIGN PHASE"

INFORMATION PACKAGING

By nature the present businesses V (including retail

business') data are multitudinous. That is, the input data,

which the data mart system is working with, are

multidimensional. For example, if one picks up any
promotional sale item in a supermarket, say. Miller High
Life Beer, the gathering data related to this item, usually
referred to as information packaging, can be dissected into
the following segments:

• Product: Miller High Life Beer.
• Promotional Period: November 5, 1997 till November 11,
1997.

• Location: Store A, San Bernardino, California, USA.

As listed above, this sale product is associated with
at least three data dimensions in order to properly express
itself. Of course, there exist other key measurements
besides Prodiict, Promotional Period, and Location. They can

describe the properties of the product (such as Promotional
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Price: $4.99. or Package: 12/l2-'Oz cans. etG.)in a

rmiltidimensional way.

INFORMATION PACKAGING METHODOLOGY

By the same token, there are a handful of design
techniques and methodologies in the market today that are

devoted to delivering data mart strategies and solutions."
However, information packaging methodology is the choice for

this project. This methodology starts with collecting
requirements from the requester, then analyzing the

specification of these requirements; designing the
prototype; implementing and testing; and finally delivering
the product to the customer. If the requester is not

satisfied, then the above procedure will be repeated.
However, the uniqueness Of the information packaging
methodology is in using the information package diagram to
clearly define the scope of User requirements, and adapting

the star schema technique in implementing the data mart
paradigm. These two distinctive innovations are the essence

of the conceptual model design and the logical model design,
respectively.

INFORMATION PACKAGE DIAGRAM

Due to the ambiguity and the uncertainty of business

query requirements from the data mart users, it is difficult
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for the project developing team to capture/summarize precise
information as the basis of overall design.
Therefore, an information package diagram is an
effective tool to address this difficulty. This diagram

simplifies the collecting key business requirements process
and decides how multidimensional data should be presented to
the data mart user. The infomation package diagram has
three main components: dimensions, categories, and
measures/facts.

DEFINING DIMENSIONS

As previously Stated, the information regarding a sale
item is multitudinous. The dimension is one of the standard

indexes for the user to access the data, so is the system

using dimensions to define and to present the acknowledgment
information to the data mart user. Consider a dimensional

example that relates to the project:

• The Product dimension includes the product category,

size and packaging, product ID, unit price, units in
Stock, units on order and reorder level.

• The Time dimension contains promotion starting and
ending dates, the transaction day of the year, the
transaction week of the year, etc.
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•

The Customer dimension describes the Gustomer's ID and

personal information, the bank name of bounced check(s)
and account information.

However, there is one function related to dimension 

aggregatibn ^ which the data mart user can greatly
appreciate. Aggregation refers to the summarized data in
one- or multi- dimensional fashion. For instance, a

headguarters' executive can use the aggregation function to

see stock items across the branch stores or sale figures
stretched from a daily to a yearly basis.

DEFINING GATEGCHRIES

Next, category is a series of classification levels
within a dimensional hierarchy. The detail category is the
smallest unit level within a dimension. The uSer pf data

mart can use drill up or drill down techniques to scale up

or scale down one or more categories within a dimension in
order to formulate a valid data point.

DEFINING MEASURES/FACTS

In the bottom section of the information package

diagram is the component of measures/facts. A measure is an
indication of dimensions in tbims of quantities,' money, or

other measuring units. For instance, the daily sale of store
#A in dollars is one of the measures.
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SAMPLE OF CONGEPTUAL MODEL

In order to solidify the usage of the information

package diagram in the data mart conceptual model design,
the following is one of the requirements of the project,
which the data mart needs to address:

Users of the data mart need to see bad customers

detailed by check information, including check number,
issuing bank, bank account niimber, and notice-sent dates
over the last three years. The bad customers list should be
presented with customer ID, personal information(address,
etc.) and the branch store which received the bad check(s).

When analyzing the information to design the data mart,

information must be broken down into related segments as
follows:

(1) Need to see bad customers .. bad customers list should

be presented with customer ID, personal
information(address, etc.) and the branch store which
received the bad check(s).
Dimensions; bad customers list.

Measures/Facts: customer ID, personal information, and
branch Store, which received the bad check(s).

(2) detailed by check information, including check number,
issuing bank, bank account nximber, and notice-sent
dates

Dimensions: check number, issuing bank and bank account
number, and as well as notice-sent dates.
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(3) ..over the last three years.

Dimensions; time periods of three years
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Information Package:
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CONSIDERATION IN INFORMATION PACKAGE DIAGRAM

When the time comes to implement the conceptual design
for the data mart architecture, there is one rule of thumb

one should take into consideration. That is, do not try to
cover all possible requested information in one information
package diagram, i.e., overload the dimension within the
diagram. Try to create other diagrams as needed and minimize
the number of dimensions to under 8, and the number of

categories to under 6 per diagram. The shaded area on the

information package diagram in Figure 4.1 reminds users of
this guideline. The essence of the data mart is its smaller

design, which makes it better and easier to implement.
Consequently, the goal for the data mart users - providing a

higher degree of users' satisfaction - is completely
achievable.

Figure 4.1 is also a sample presentation of a completed

information package diagram extracted from the project.
Within this information package diagram, the attention
should focus on each cell under the high-level dimension
columns. These cells are all filled with the title that is

associated with the categories(or sub-categories), and the
value within each cell represents the unique occurrences of

this category/sub-category.
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CHAPTER FIVE

LOGICAL DESIGN PHASE"

After the information package diagram is constructed,

the project can proceed to the second level of development 
building a logical data model for the data mart. The

finished information package diagram provides the conceptual

foundation for the smooth deployment of star schema data
modeling.

MISSION OF THE DATA MART SYSTEM

Prior to initiating the logical design of the Star
schema, let us review the mission statement of the data mart

system. A data mart system enables the user to use queries

heavily and analyze data thoroughly across many facets of
information resources. A perfect data mart system allows the
user to have comprehensive insight as well as full control

over the data. Such control includes not only extraction,
aggregation, and summarization of the needed data, but also

screening out of unwanted data.

STAR SCHEMA

The star schema is a query-Abased optimizer. XJnlike

other traditional database modeling technique^/ the modeling
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of star schema organizes data entities in a way that
reflects the decision-makers' view of their importance and

highlights the ease of navigating/commanding operational
aspects of data,

LOGICAL ENTITIES

When converting the information package diagram into
star schema, three types of logical entities within the data
mart structure have been defined: dimensions, measures, and

category details. The number of dimension entities is
different from the number of measure entities, in that

dimension entities will not increase during the time of
operation.
Within a star schema model, the dimension entities are

represented as the tip-points of the star. In contrast, the

data contained within the measure entities grow very large
over time. As a result, the measure entity is the primary
focus point of the user's query operations. Hence, it is
located at the center position of the star schema diagram.
The category details entity, on the other hand, is at the
lowest level of information detail; it provides a well-

informed qualitative content to assist the user in the
decision-making process.
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TRANSLATION FROM CONCEPTUAL TO LOGICAL MODEL

However, in order to transfer smoothly from the
information package diagram into the star schema, the

measure entities and dimension entities of the conceptual
model need to be respectively redefined into their

counterpart entities in the logical model.

LOGICAL MEASURE ENTITY

A logical measure entity is composed of the lowestlevel category within each dimension, plus each measure

entity of the information package diagram, as illustrated by
TABLE 5.1.1.

TABLE 5.1.1 Measure entity translation from the

information package diagram of Figure 4.1.
Bad Customers Aaalysis Measure
Day
Bad Customers

3" Checks
Bank of Redlands
Bank Accounts

3"^ Notices
Customer ID

Personal Information

Branch store, which Received the bad

LOGICAL DIMENSION ENTITY

On the other hand, the logical dimension entity is the

conversion of all categories under each dimension of an
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information package diagram. This is seen as columns oh the
following logical tables. See TABLE 5.1.2 to TABLE 5.1.7 for
an example of this discussion.

TABLE 5.1.2 Time period dimension entity transiation from
the information package diagram of Figure 4.1.
Time Period
Years

1" Year
2"" Year
3" Year

Day

TABLE 5.1.3 Bad Customers dimension entity translation from

the information package diagram of Figure 4.1.
Bad Customers
Bad Customers

TABLE 5.1.4 Bad Check Numbers dimension entity translation

from the information package diagram of Figure 4.1.
Bad Check Numbers
Checks

1" Check
Check

3" Check

TABLE 5.1.5 Bad Check Issuing Banks dimension entity
translation from the information package diagram of Figure
4.1. (The dots represent too many banks in this category)
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Issuing

Banks

Banks
Bank of America
Bank of Redlands

TABLE 5.1.6 Bank Account Numbers dimension entity

translation from the information package diagram of Figure
■4.1. "
Bank Account

Bank Accounts

TABLE 5.1.7 Notice-Sent Dates dimension entity translation

from the information package diagram of Figure 4.1.
Notice-Sent Dates
Notices

1

Notice

2"" Notice
3

Notice

ENTITIES RELATIONSHIP

The relationship between the logical entities of
measure and dimension is a typical one-to-many; this can be

easily verified, as shown in Figure 5.1(illustrated in the
next page) . One measure entity instance relates to many
dimension entity instances in the star schema diagram.
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Time Period

Notice-Sent
Bad Customers

Dates

Bad Customers

Analysis

zr3
Bank Account

Bad Check

Numbers

Numbers

Issuing Banks

measure

entities
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CHAPTER SIX

PHYSICAL DESIGN PHASE

So far, two different levels of model design have been

presented during the development process of the data mart,

i.e., the completeness of conceptual and logical model
designs. The next refinement stages will focus on the
physical model design and its implementation processes.
Subsequently, by concluding all of the stages of information

packaging methodology, the final product - Decision Making
Database System (DMDS) will be built and delivered in a

manner more closely matched with what users have requested.
In this chapter, the transition will be made from the

logical star schema to the building of the physical design
model. "The three types of physical entities will be
addressed: category detail, measure, and dimension. The

relationships among these entities will also be illustrated
by the example used throughout the previous chapters.

PHYSICAL ENTITIES

As Stated in the previous sections, the measure

entities are made up from the lowest level of the detail
category (last cell) within each dimension and all the
measure entities in the measures/facts section of

information package diagrams^^'
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"On the contrary, the. category detail entity contains
the data that are either qualitative or descriptive in
nature to provide the information for the decision-makers.

Usually, category detail entities function as a valuable
reference, and these entities are translated from the

logical design entities into the physical design tables.

SAMPLE OF PHYSICAL DESIGN TABLES

The following physical database tables are the category
detail entities for this project.

TABLE 6.1 Store Profile
■ Field Name

Data Type

StoreNumber

Text(50)

StoreSize
GeneralManager
TotalEmployees

Text(50)

Description
Assigned Store Number
In Square Feet
Last Name, First Name
Total Number of Employees

Text(15)

Number(Long
Integer)

WeekSale

Currency
Currency

GustPopulation

Text(50)

CustIncome

Text(50)

Address'

Text(255)
Text(50)
Text(5)
Text(2)
Text(30)
Text(50)

User's Name

Date/Time

Modified Date in MM/DD/YY

YearSale

Store Yearly Sale
Store average Weekly Sale
Store Approx. Customer
Population
Store Approx. Customer
Income Level

City
PostalCode

StateOrProvince
PhoneNumber

ModifyBy
ModifyDate

Store Street Address

Store's City
Store's 5-digit Zip ,Code

■

Store's State Abbreviation.
Store's Main Phone Number

Format
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TABLE 6.2 Categories
Field ITame

Data Type

CategoryID

AutoNumber(Long
Integer)

Description
.h,
V.
Number Automatically
Assigned to a New

Text(15)

Category.
Name of Food Category

Description

Memo

A text of note

Picture

OLE Object

A Picture Representing the
Food Category

■

CategoryNarae

TABLE 6.3 Customers
Field Name

Data Type

Description

CustomerlD

Text(8)
Text(30)

Customer's Driver License Number

Name

;.;v,

Customer's Name: First name,
Last name

ZIP

Text(255)
Text(50)
Text(2)
Text(5)

PhoneNumber

Text(30)

Customer's Resident Phone Number

Notes

Memo

A text of note

CKl

CKDate2

Text(50)
Text(50)
Text(50)
Text(50)
Text(50)

Bad Check #1
Bad Check #2
Bad Check #3
First Bad Check Notice Date
Second Bad Check Notice Date

CKDate3

Text(50)

Third Bad Check Notice Date

CKNTl

Yes/No

Address

City
State

CK2

CK3
CKDatel

Street Address

Customer's City
Customer's State Abbreviation

Customer's 5-digit ZIP Code

Was the First Bad Check Notice
Sent Out?

CKNT2

Yes/No

Was the Second Bad Check Notice
Sent Out?

CKNT3

Yes/No

Was the Third Bad Check Notice
Sent Out?

BankName

Text(50)

Name of Bank That Issued First

Bad Check(Assumed one Bank/per
AccountNo

Text(50)

CKFl

Text(50)

CKF2

Text(50)

customer)
Customer's Bad Check Account
Branch Which Received the First
Bad Check

Branch Which Received the Second
Bad Check

CKF3

Text(50)

Branch Which Received the Third
Bad Check
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TABLE 6.4 Products

1 Field Name

■Description'

'

ProductID

Data Type ,
AutoNutnber (Long
Integer)

ProductName

Text(40)

Product Name

SupplierlD

Number(Long
Integer)
Number(Long

Same Entry as in
Supplier's Table
Same Entry as in

Integer)

Category Table

Number Automatically
Assigned to New
Product.

CategoryID

QuantityPerUnit

(e.g., 24-Count Case,

Text(20)

2-Liter Bottle)
UnitPrice
UnitsInStock
UnitsOnOrder

Currency
Number(Integer)

ReOrderLeyel

Number(Integer)
Number(Integer)

Discontinued

Yes/No

Product
Product
Product
Minimum

Unit Price
Units in Stock
Units on Order
Units to

Maintain in Stock
Yes Means Item Is No

Longer Available
UnitsStl

Number(Long

Store #1 Product on

Integer)
Number(Long
Integer)
Number(Long
Integer)

Stock

UnitsSt4

Number(Long

Store #4 Product on

SaleSti

Integer)
Currency

Store #1 Product Sale

SaleSt2

Currency

UnitsSt2
UnitsStl

Stock

Store #2 Product on
Stock

Store #1 Product on

Stock
Price

Store #2 Product Sale
Price

Currency

Store #1 Product Sale

Salest4

Currency

Price
Store #4 Product Sale
Price

SalePrice

Currency

Product Default Sale
Price

SaleStart

Text(50)
Text(50)

Sale Start Date

SaleSti

SaleEnd

Sale End Date
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TABLE 6.5

Supplier

Field Naflie

Data Type

SupplierID

AutoNumber

GompanyName

Text(40)
Text(30)
Text(30)
Text(60)
Text(15)
Text(15)
Text(10)
Text(15)
Text(24)
Text(24)

ContactName

ContactTitle
Address

City
Region
PostalCode

Country
Phone
Fax

TABLE 6.5
1

.Field /Name :
StoreNumber

Todaysale
PreviousSale

Description
Number Automatically Assigned to
New Supplier
Supplier Company Name
Contact Person Name

Contact Person Title

Street Address/ P.O. Box
Supplier's City
State or Province
Postal Code

Country
Phone Number and Area Code

Fax Number and Area dode

Daily Sale
Data Type
Text(50)
Currency
Currency

Description "
Assigned Store Number
Today's Transaction Amount
Previous Day's Transaction Amount

TABLE 6.7 Sale Data by Region
i Description

^

Field Name

Data Type

StoreNumber

Text(50)

Assigned Store Number

Year

Year of Transaction

Amount

Number(Long
Integer)
Number(Long
Integer)
Currency

Region

Text(10)

Month

Month of Transaction
Transaction Amount

(e.g. West, South, North
etc.)

Unlike the category detail entity, the dimension entity
of the physical phase may not be translated directly from

the logical entity into the physical database table.

Usually, the dimension entity works as one of the ayailable
pick-up items for the list boxes or drop down menus in the
system's front-end.
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ENTITIES RELATIONSHIP

Before the actual implementation of the Decision Making
Database System (DMDS) from a star schema into a physical

model, it is vital to identify the relationship between each
measure entity and its associated dimension entities".
These relationships are essential for the success of the

physical design phase and the implementation of the project

later on. A data mart physical model represents this
relationship, as shown in Figure 6.1. (illustrated in the
next page)
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Time Period
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Day
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CHAPTER SEVEN

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

The project implementation is the embodiment of the

application design using Visual Basic. In this chapter, some
general processes and some features of the DMDS will be

highlighted. The processes include creating and managing a
database, developing fully functional screens of input
forms, object linking and embedding (OLE), generating

information-filled reports, and lastly, providing
application-level security.

CREATING AND MANAGING A DATABASE

The database tables of this project (i.e. Project.mdb)

were either created or modified by using the built-in action
query of Access. Access was chosen for this design mainly

because 32-bit Visual Basic 4 shares its database engine
(Jet version 3.0) with the 32-bit version of Access 7.

Consequently, the Jet 3.0 data format can be read and easily

deployed in an environment that contains both the 32-bit
versions of Visual Basic and Access software.®'"

The relationships of physical design entities that
developed from the previous chapters are converted to the
database table format. However, these tables for the
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iTTtplementation phase are derived from the sample database,
Northwind.mdb, which came with the Access software package

and is generally on the directory tree
{\MSOffice\ACCESS\SAMPLE\Northwind.mdb).

The Decision Making Database System (DMDS) application
has 23 tables and 33 queries total. The action queries of
Access were used to create, append, update, and delete

operations to manipulate the table and associated data
within the database.

The programming code underlying the action queries is
Structured Query Language (SQL), the language of the
database which Visual Basic and Access can share with in

order to retrieve the match-specific criteria data."
Moreover, SQL provides a wide variety of capabilities

and functionality. It can be used:

"

• To interactively retrieve and display data.
• To work with programming languages. SQL statements

embedded in code provide access to the relational
database.

• To manage database structures. SQL allows one to
create and modify the structure.

• To control access to databases through the granting.
and revoking of privileges.
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An example of table SBDCustomers, which is created on

the Project.mdb using the Microsoft Access SQL action query,
is listed below:

SELECT DISTINCTROW Customers.CustomerlD,

Customers.Name, Customers.Address, Customers.City,
Customers.State, Customers.ZIP, Customers.PhoneNumber,
Customers.Notes, Customers.CKl, Customers.CK2,
Customers.CK3, Customers.CKDatel, Customers.CKDate2V

Customers.CKDate3, Customers.CKNTl, Customers.CKNT2,
Customers.CKNT3, Customers. [Bank Name],
Customers.AccountNo, Customers.CKFl, Customers.CKF2,
Customers.CKF3 INTO tabSBDcustomers FROM Customers WHERE

(((Customers.CKFl)="SBD")) OR (((CustomerS.CKF2)="SBD")) OR

(((Customers.CKF3)="SBD"));

By using SQL statements as the database query language
in the code of the project. Visual Basic can communicate
with Access as well as with other computer environments to
retrieve, filter, and sort the needed database information

on the fly."
Like any language, SQL has its own dialeGts. The

example in the previous paragraphs is writteh in terms of
Access SQL. Access SQL, as supported by the Microsoft Jet

engine, varies slightly from ANSI standard SQL-92. In

particular, it does not Support subqueries, data control

language or data definition language statements". The
detail of SQL syntax in Access (and Visual Basic) is beyond
the project's scope of discussion, which this document does
not intend to address. But there is no doubt that having a

solid grounding in SQL programming is a must for this
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project and developing commercial database applications
later on.

DEVELOPING FULLY FUNCTIONAL SCREENS

In this section, the Visual Basic Graphic User
Interface (GUI) techniques and data-bound controls are
intensively used to create the gateway to access the

underlying database for the decision making purpose.
The bound data control has two main functions in this

project. One is to connect the front-end of the application
for the user business queries input, while the other is to

display the feedback of requested information from the back-

end supporting database, project.indb. Throughout the design
of the Decision Making Database System (DMDS), the use of

data control greatly simplifies the coding task and provides
an excellent visual navigating tool for the user.
Since the data control needs to be incorporated closely

with input and output bound controls of Visual Basic, it is
critical that these bound controls are well understood

before adding them into the project's application.
The bound controls that are to be used with the data

control in this project include the following: "
•

Check Box Used to provide read/write access to a
specified Boolean or bit data field.
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•

Label:

Used to provide display-only access to a

specified text data field.

•

Text Box: Used to provide read/write access to a
specified text data field.

•

Picture Box;

Used to display a graphical image

from a bitmap, icon, or metafile on the form. As a
bound control, it can be used to provide

read/write access to a specified image/binary data
field from one of the application tables.
•

List Box: Used with the Addltem method. When

bound, it may be used to provide read/write access
to a specified text data field selected from the
list.

•

Data-bound condjo box:

Used to create a bound

combination list box and text box, or a simple
drop-down list. The list can be filled
automatically from data control.

To use the bound controls in conjunction with data
control, one or more data controls first need to be placed
on the form. Then, draw the desired bound control on the
same form as the data control. The data control establishes

a link between the back-end database and the front-end
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target input/output bound controls by doing the following
special procedures to the bound controls: "
1. Set the DataSource property to specify the data
control to which it will be bound.

2. Set the DataField property to a valid field in the
data control•s record set.

However, when running the application, any changes in

the data control record set, such as modify record are
automatically updated in the associated field of the

underlying database, with little or no coding involved.

OBJECT LINKING AND EMBEDDING (OLE)

With the rapid growth of automated technologies, the

information system for the corporate knowledge base seldom
comes into unified standard format. The fact is that every
corporation may use several different software/hardware

vendors simultaneously to manage the corporation's knowledge
base asset." The obsolete nature of the one-tool-fits-all

strategy and current trends to develop a supporting multiple

data format technology have made OLE one of the highly

desirable features for any commercial software.
In the information_browser module of the Decision

Making Database System (DMDS), OLE is the underlying
technology for this design. The growing importance of OLE
for successfully transfer compound documents into corporate
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knowledge asset (i.e. DMDS format) result from the

increasing demand for compound documents formats (e.g.,
spreadsheets, bit maps, memos, or reports etc.), while are

rapidly changed. That format change can occur either in the
"data mart or in the office automation communities. "

As the title of this section implies, in the dbject
oriented programming environment (such as Visual Basic),
there are two ways to connect external data into the

application; that is, either by linking or by embedding.
IS, ifiThe principle behind the object embedded option is
once the OLE object in the application is triggered, the

entire object will be Copied from the original file. As a
result, all the tools on the menu of the original
application associated with this object will come to life
for users to view or modify. '
On the other hand, the linked objects option is the one

used throughout this project.

"The object linked option

works by Sfettihg the application to hold the pointer and
link it to the file containing the external data. When the
user activates the OLE object, the interface form of Visual

Basic will replace the driginal application associated with
that type of external data.

For example, if one activates the OLE object by double

clicking the EmployeeOfTheiyionth bitmap image file on the
Visual Basic form, a Microsoft Paint pallet with the
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EmployeeOfTheMonth file will load into view for the user to
edit .

GENERATING INFORMATION-FILLED REPORT

One of the major advantages for the company that
implements the data mart paradigm is gaining important
information to exclusive of others in the same field.

In

the Decision Making Database System (DMDS), there is a
module which provides a tool to assist the user in better

understanding the current status of the company, from
product inventory to the bad check customers list through

the final visualization-report.
In the module of frmProductPricing and

frmBadCheckCustomerTB, several reports can be generated
based on the user's different query criteria. In the
frmProductPricing module, the store product inventory-

reports will provide critical information for management
level personnel to have smooth daily store operations. Some
examples of such requests are:

• What product-items are currently below re-order
level and re-order not completed?

• What product-items are the most recent order?
• What product-items are promotional sale items?
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In the BadCheckCustomerTB module, the confidential

reports list the store's bad customer information. These
reports work as a useful pointer for the retail business and
Other businesses alike to meticulously watch the cash flow
of transactions. Moreover, these reports also serve as

updated documents for the communication records (such as
dates notices were sent etc.) between the company and the

customer who repeatedly issued the bad check. The following
are the ^report titles of this category:
•

Customers List- one bounced checks.

•

Customers List- two bounced checks.

•

Customers List- three bounced checks.

In order to generate the report through the Decision
Making Database System (DMDS), the Visual Basic add-in--the

Crystal Reports procfram and its customer control--are two
indispensable elements for such an operation in response to
the user's required output.

The Crystal Reports program is a substantial part of
the Visual Basic Integrated Development Environment (IDE).
Through the Crystal Reports program, the project developer
designs the format of the report's appearance and contains

the field information of the underlying database.

"Generally speaking, there are three sections in the
Crystal Report design template: Page header. Page footer,
and Details. The Details section is equivalent to the area
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of record details in any regular business report. Moreover,
the Details section is the place where the report designer

can lodge field information of attached database tables.
However, the Page header usually displays report titles,

descriptions, and dates printed information. On the other
hand. Page footer usually only shows the page number and is

repeated at the bottom of every page in the report.
Building the report writing capability into the system

is done by dropping the Crystal Reports customer control
onto the form. Users can interact with this form at design

time and set its control properties at run time to achieve
this capability. The specific properties of the Crystal

Reports customer control used in this project include: "
•

Destination

The report's destination: Window =

0, file = 1, printer =2
•

ReportFileName A string expression indicating the

name of the report that the user wants to print in
response to an application event.

•

WindowTitle

A string expression to be displayed

in the report window's title bar.

•

WindowTop

Sets the Y position of window in

pixels.

•

WindowLeft

Sets the X position of window in

pixels.
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•

WindowHeiaht

Sets the height of the report

window in pixels.

•

WindowWidth

Sets the width of the report window

in pixels.

The details of the code written to generate

inforffiation-filled DMDS reports are shown in APPENDIX A. And
the^

report printouts are attached in APPEMDlX B.

APPLICATION-LEVEL SECURITY

Most

commercial applicatipns in today's market

have some kind of security mechanisms to protect valuable
and restricted information and/or databases. The Decision

Making Database System (DMDS) is no exception. In this

section, two layers of security protection, namely the
multi-user login/logout process and programmable access
rights for restricted operations, will be the center of
consideration.

'

Currently, most software programs that devote
themselves to client/server multi-user environments should

have some basic levels of security schemes. One such
fundamental security scheme is to install a user

login/logout process to limit user access to the system and
its associated databases. ■

The login/logout process of this system needs the
application administrator to create a list of valid users
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and force the users to log into the application using

authorized passwords. Typically, the login entry form of

this process has a list of qualified users' names. The
system login routine will check the user ID and password

against the user profile on the system once the user
completes and submits the required information. As usual,
after three failed attempts to access the system, the user
will be flushed out.

, The second scheme of the project to safeguard the

application valuables is programmable access rights for the
restricted operations. In this scheme, the system security
focuses not only on the authorized users who gain admittance
to the system, but also on different users that may have
distinct system privileges. For instance, the system
administrator can limit some levels of users' accessibility

to examine those highly confidential bad customers' reports
or even to prevent invalid users to run mission-critical

operations. Such operations include promotional price
updates or any disastrous mistakes that may erase the
transaction records of any branch stores, and so on.

Before implementing the access rights scheme into the

DMDS, the scale of access rights is deployed as follows in
Table 7.1.
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TABLE 7.1 The access rights levels
Rights Level

AccesS ^ Rights;,

Level 1

Read

Level 2

Edit, Update

Level 3

Add, Delete

Level 4

Report

f

In Table 7.1, each successive level adds additional

privileges to the previous level. Level 4, for example, can
have all six defined rights to manipulate the system.
Moreover, the sample users' lights table (Table 7.2) needs
to be set up for each authorized user before this feature

can be put into practice. Any users who attempt access to
operations of any kind must have their own access profile
defined for that action on the system Tog. If the user

violates this rule, the warning will be given and the system
will terminate immediately.
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TABLE 7.2 Users' Rights Table
User ID

User Level.

Bill Clinton

Level 2

John Doe

Level 1

Paula Jones

Level 2

Donald Trump

Level 3

Jerry Maguire

Level 3

Jim Carrey

Level 4
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CHAPTER EIGHT

SYSTEM VALIDATION

The system validation is the process of critical tests

being conducted and the results being evaluated against
original design specifications and intended functionality
(validation requirements). The purpose of system validation

is having assurance about Decision Making Database System
(DMDS) software quality. This guarantees system performance

reliability.

,

Later in this chapter, a series of different test
schemes are discussed in sequence. However, each test scheme

has its own objectives that the tests intend to uncover. In
the sections that follow, each test scheme is presented in
detail.

UNIT TESTING

^'After the program code is developed, executed,
reviewed, and inspected, the unit test is the initial step
in the software testing process. The unit test focuses on
the smallest functional unit of design. This smallest

functional unit can be single programs, internal procedures,
or independent modules in an isolated test environment. In

the Decision Making Database System (DMDS) the unit test
usually includes some of the following items to check for in
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each functional unit:Ensure that all the command buttbns

work as expected.

• Check normal and abnormal program termination,
• Verify the handling of all valid input data types.
• Check data retrieval times (i.e. how long it takes
to retrieve data?).

• Verify the handling of error conditions.

While this is an enormous workload, unit testing
generally yields the highest number of detected problems

within all testing technigues.^^' ^' A Ipose and sloppy unit
test will cost someone a great deal pf time in later stages
of integration testing, system testing, and use. The results
of the unit test for the Decision Making Database System
(DMDS) are listed in Table 8.liContinued from page 59 - 62)
Table 8.1 Unit Test Results

• ■ -'

■ Forms

frmAdd

'

.-•■I-/: •

Tests Performed

•

verify the handling of
all valid data types.

•

check the information
box appearance,

•

Ensure Add command
button works as

•

Check data retrieval

•

time and accuracy.
verify normal and
abnormal program

j>^esults,-.'4
Pass

expected.
fmiBadCheGk

Pass

termination.
frmBadCheckTB

•

check the retrieving
data accuracy through

query operations.
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Pass

• test the report's
printing dependability.
frmClose

•

check the Delete
confirmation box
appearance.

•

ensure that the Delete
button works as

Pass

expected.

frmCustomerUpdate

• test the consistency of
data updated in local
and headquarters'

Pass

databases.

frmDailyNew

• check the accuracy of
retrieving dates data.

Pass

fmiDailySale

• test the timing of the

Pass

pop-up screen after

double-clicking the
table.

fmiDailyUpdate

• verify the accuracy of

Pass

the Week-to-date and
Year-to-date amount.
•

ensure the three command
buttons work as

expected.

frmEmployee

• test for proper

Pass

retrieval and store
related data.

frmEnd

• verify the validation of
the update operation.
• check the appearance of

Pass

the form.

frmGraph

•

review the correctness

Pass

of graph representation.
• examine the consistency
of items within the

drop-down menu.
frminformationBrows
er

• analyze the connections
among the directory

Pass

boxes, the control box,
and those OLE items.
• check normal program
termination.

frmLiveUpdate

•

check that the

simulation status bar

agrees with its
associated subtitles.
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Pass

fnnModifylnfoS

•

cheGk the information

Pass

box appearance.

• verify the functions of
special keys - Edit and
Update.
• test the response time
of the pop-up menu due
to a change in the total
number of employees.
frmOverView

•

ensure the three commahd
buttons work as

Pass

expected.

fnnPrivilege

• verify that access
privileges are clearly

Pass

defined for Users.
fnnProductMovement

• check the accuracy of

Pass

retrieving product
information.
•

Test the accurate

assignment of newlyarrived products.
frmProductPricing

•

check the information

Pass

box appearance.
• check the accuracy of
retrieving product
information.

• test price-update work
according to the pricing
margin(%).
• verify the correctness
of inventory reports.
£nnSelectOperation

•

Check the correct links
of selected items.

Pass

• ensure the fopr command
buttons work as

expected.
£rmSplash2

•

frmStoreProfile

• check the accuracy of

check the form's

Pass

appearance.

retrieving store profile
information.

• examine consistency of
items within the drop
down menu.

• check the functions of
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Pass

the four navigation
command keys.
frmStoreProTable

• check the accuracy of
retrieving store profile

frmStorMaiat

•

Pass

information.
Check the correct links

Pass

of selected items.
•

ensure the four command
buttons work as

expected.

frmSystemSecurity

• check users' ID against

Pass

users' authorized

passwords.
•

test the execution of
the three-strike-out

strategy.

Reports
Be1owReorderList/

•

OnOrderltems, OnSale

ReorderIncomplete,

setting.
• verify the accuracy of
the product information.

AllCustomers, Once,
Twice, Three

•

check the correct format

check the correct format

Pass

Pass

setting.
• verify the accuracy of
the product information.

INTEGRATION TESTING

In essence, in the design phases of the Decision Making
Database System(DMDS), it is necessary to repeatedly break
down the system into manageable units for the sake of

clarity. However, in the implementation phase, the interface

among components, and how to build and integrate these units'
into a whole, need to have full consideration.

Although the underlying system components successfully
went through unit testing, unfortunately, there is no
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guarantee to deliver the system functionality defined in the

design specification after the components are put together
as one piece. Therefore, integration testing is a systematic
technique for assembling software while at the same time
conducting tests to uncover errors associated with

interfacing."
The integration tests in this system take individual
units like form and verify their interfaces and link with
other units of the overall DMDS and subsystems. The Table

8.2 is the summary of Integration Test results of this
system.

Table 8.2 Integration Test Results
Components Integrated
the DMDS Forms and

Reports

" Test Performed '

• test the proper

• , Results .;
Pass

linkage between all
forms and Crystal
Reports

the DMDS Forms and

their associated OLE

applications

functionality.
• test the proper
1inkage/embedding

Pass

between OLE

applications and the
DMDS forms.

SYSTEM TESTING

After the Decision Making Database System (DMDS)
software is completely tested, and meets all functional and
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performance requirements, the final step in system
validation process is called the System test. Since the

installed DMDS applicatioh is bniy part of the underlying
computer system, it is essential to have a system test to
verify that all system elements (e.g., DM)S, hardware and

other possible different operating system environments) team
up to work properly.

^'Classic system tests often include an acceptance test
and a usability test. An acceptance test is conducted by the
user of DMDS. Its purpose is to validate the system's

functionality to match the users' expectation. That is,
^^the users feel ease at installation of the software and

operate in a productive way in a short period of time.
The usability test evaluates the usefulness of system
information modules which DMDS software provides in the

views of the user. Therefore, the usability test can work as
an effective tool for providing feedback to the software

developing t^am to provide better service to the user in the
next revision of the software.
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CHAPTER NINE

USER'S MANUAL

This manual provides information about the Decision

Making Database System(DMDS). It is written for managementlevel users who may or may not have much computer experience
but are familiar with Microsoft Windows 95 or Windows NT

operating systems. It contains information about retrieval,

storing related data, navigating the customer or product

profiles, and providing management with techniques to
operate corporations' databases. The decision tree of the

DMDS is illustrated form Figure 9.1 to Figure 9.7 of
following pages.

Throughout this manual, the following conventions
(TABLE 9.1) have special meaning:
TABLE 9.1 Conventions Table
Convention

Access

Notes

• .^i>U^OSe .
Shows the user the path to
get to this screen (form).

Shows the user what operating
options are available on this
screen, and describes the
action executed for the

chosen option.
Bold

Represents the command names
on the screen, such as the

Finish command key.
Represents the DMDS form's
italic

name.
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(^TARTJ
Beginning
Splash
screen

CANCEL

Syatem Security

c

OK

End

Enter user s
Name and
Password

3rd time

Authorized

attempt?

user?

Yes

c

YES

End

Last

Users

Privileges

splash

QUIT

screen

c

End

Control Window
—QUIT
- Overview

YES

NO

LiveUpdate

BACK

NEXT

Control Window

Information
Browser
NEXT

Figure 9.1 The Decision Tree ofthe Decision Making Database
System(DMDS)
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Figure 9.3 The Decision Tree of the Decision Making Database
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End

3

Access

Beginning Splash Screen (Automatically)

Decision Making
DataBase System
forrandoMB 9S fi mndetw NT

SbefttsirjgWen

CompvferSdB/ice DepsrtinBsti
Cs/iibmm Siafe Unh-'Btrsity.
SafiBemmdfho. Cai/ibmfa
as.A

Note

• This is the splash screen at the very beginning
of DMDS software.
Bsa
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Access Begiiming Splash Screen

Notes

This is the login screen for the DMDSJsystem. The
user can pick up his/hei^ name from the Name drop
down 1iSt box, and enter the corresponding
authorized password for admittance. After entering
the user's name and password, the cdratnand key OK
should be pressed to submit the request.
The Cancel key can be used to abort the login
.prpcess'.■
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• If the user fails to attempt to login the system
for three times, the system will shut down.
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Access

System Security

User's Privilege(s)

^1 Usef's ftivtlegelsl

s®

"fsm

Notes

There are four different security levels; each
one has its own privilege(s) to access the
system(please see page 55 of this report for
details).

In the lowest portion of this screen, the user
has two options:
• Press OK Key: The program and its
associated data will load.(the progress
indicator will show)

• Press Quit Key : The program will lead the
user to the last splash screen of the
program.
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Access

User Privilege(s)

Control Window--OverView

wtttdbw -r

mmm

Notes

On this screen, the user has three options to
decide whether to run the live update from all
the branch stores.

The three options are:
• Yes Key: The system will go ahead to
update the information from all the branch
stores(simulation will occur).

• No Key: No system update is needed to this
operation(i.e. skip this update
procedure),
• Quit Key: User chooses to terminate the
program.
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Access

Control Windows-OverView

^ LiveUpdate

mmm

m

lYiTiYi'MYriYimYi

Store MSV data transfer completed

Notes

On this screen, the simulation of live-update
operations is in progress. The progress
indicator and its corresponding status are
shown to the user.

Next Key: It will forward to next screen to
view the update information after the update
process is completed.
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Access

LiveUpdate

Notes

This is the information message when all the
live update operations are complete. The
purpose of this message is to give the user
peace of mind after doing other things during
the prolonged update process.
After the OK key is pressed, the three command
options will be enabled.
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—-► Control Window-Information Browser

Access LiveUpdate

5SS5S

wordpad.dat

-my

.b

StaterSiSL Supermatlcet'^AVA Store

Sep^itffer special
m
m

Lee Sara Pies, fhozen, SJ-OZ
4- Varieties,

$4,79

Notes

This is the screen where the user can view the

updated information from the live update
screen.

First, the user needs to highlight the default

directory, which stores the update
informatipn {i.e., . C;: \aapidjectbackup, ; in this
case) , and to choose the target branch store to
view'. \

Second, from the Filename controls box, choose
the filename the user wants to see. The chosen

file will show the whole path in the FileName
window, then the user is asked to press the
View the File command button to see the content
of the file.

Finally, the content of the file is shown
through the Information Browser window.
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If the user wants to view the full size of the

file or do some modification, the user double

clicks the file itseIf, which leads the user t6
the corresponding application, which hosts it.
There are three options:
• Back Key: It will lead the user back to
LiveUpdate screen.
• Next Key: It will lead the user forward
to Select-an-Operation screen.

• Finish Key:

It will terminate the
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Access

LlveUpdate
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Notes

On this screen, the Microsoft Excel spreadsheet
is the host program for this quarter sale
report. In the Information Browser window, the
partial quarter sale report is shown.
If the user want to modify the quarter sale
report, a double-clicks the report itself will
lead the user to the Excel spreadsheet Program
(this can be seen from the next page) .
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Access

LiveUpdate
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Note

This is the continuation of previous screen. A
full features of Excel spreadsheet program is
loaded for the user's modification.
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Access LiveUpdate
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Notes

This is another snap shot of Inforniation
Browser showing the Employee profile of AVA
store in *.bmp format.
Using the OLE technology in this module, a wide
variety of file formats can be accepted.
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Infonnation Browser

Access
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Select-An-Operation
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m
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Notes

On this screen, six operational options are listed
for the user's command. Since the user(Bill Clinton,

in this case) has security level 2, his privileges
for the operations are limited to Edit, Update, and

Read. So, two of the operational procedures axe
dimmed(disabled) in this panel to prevent such
unauthorized usage.
Only the users who have the highest security
level(i.e., level 4) can have full access to all

operations in this panel.
In this screen, the user can only pick one operation
to execute at a time. After the user chooses the

operational item, the OK Key should be pressed to
submit the request.
The Other three command buttons function as follows:
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Back to Over-view Panel Key: It will go back
to the previous OverView control window.
Cancel Key: It will cancel the action of
Select-an-Operation.

Finish Key:

It will terminate the program.
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Access

Select-An-Operation

(Look store Profile) Store

Profile

rE:tDr?) PrDt^sStore la
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|$106.836.11
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:
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rm^
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tfte Starts Profile^
PWY

NeKt

Notes

• On this screen, the AVA store profile is presented.
The pull down menu and command buttons were added
for the convenience of the user.

• In the graphs of the pull down menu, there are three
sub-menu items; Sales by Region, Sales by Month, and
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Sales by Store. In each sub-menu item, the graph
further divides into two kinds of graphiG
representations: pie chart, and bar chart.
• For easy navigation of the store profile, four
command buttons function as follows when pressed:
• First Key: The first record of the store
profile data set will present.

• Prev Key: The previous record of the store
profile will cot^e into sight. If the current
position is the first record of atore profile,
the information shown in the window will not
change.

• Next Key: The next record of the store profile
will come into sight. If the current position
is the last record of store profile, the
information shown in the window will not

; change. ■

:

• Last Key: The last record of the stbre profile
data Set will present
• In the bottom left corner there are two command keys
which function when pressed:
• Back to Operation Panel Key: It will lead the

user back to S'elect-An-Operation panel.
• Finish Key:

It will terminate the program.
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Access

; Select-An-Operation

(Add a new branch store)
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Add
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. 5

Notes

It is a good idea to give the user some hints
through the information box on how to add the new
Store information to the store profiles' database.
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Ther0 are four cbtnmanci buttons available on this
. screen':

• Back to Operation Panel Key: This key will
bring the program back to the Select-AnOperation panel for the next operation.

• Add Key: This key must be pressed before the
addition procedure begins.
• Cancel Key: This key is needed in case the user
decides in the middle of the process to abort
the new store operation.
• Finish Key: This key will lead the program to
its final screen.
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Access Select-An-Operation—^Delete(Close)a branch store)
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Notes

•

On this screen, the user can delete a store which no
longer exist.

• First, from the drop-down box the user picks the
name of the branch store to be deleted.

• Next, the Delete Key should be pressed. The system

will then give the user a confirmation message
box(not shown in this page) to warn the user about
the result of such ah operation. If the user agrees
the operation is OK, the store information will be
permanently removed from the database.
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Access

Seiect-An-Operation

(Modify the store

information)
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Notes

It is necessary to give the user instruction through
the information box on how to modify the store
information before the store profile becomes
editable.

There are four command buttons available on this
screen;

• Edit Key: This key must be pressed before the
edit procedure begins.
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Update Key: This key is needed to validate
updated information(i.e., permanent saved) in
the store database.

Finish Key: This will lead the program to its
final screen.

Back to Operation Panel Key: This key will
bring the program back to the Select-anOperation panel for the next operation.
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Access Select-An-Operation —► (Store Haint^ance Operation)

Ccmtrol Windcm

Store
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m

m
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m

Notes

On this screen the three most used store maintenance

operation options are available for the user to
choose from:

• Daily Sales option: The daily sales' (previous
day & tod.ay) transaction amount Of all stores
can be viewed through this option.
• Product Pricing option: Three kinds of
information{i.e., Product information, Product
pricing, and Inventory Reports) regarding each

product will be available through this option.
•

Inventory of Product Movement option: The
record of inventory products tracks the status
of product stock in all the branches and
assigns quota to all the stores of the new
product.

There are four command keys available on this screen
, their functions are:
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OK Key: It is required for the user to press
this key after each option is picked.
Cancel Key: This key mainly serves to abort the
action of the option chosen.
Finish Key: This key will terminate the
program.

Back to Operation Panel Key: This key will
bring the user to Select-An-Operation panel.
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Access

Store Maintenance Operation

(Daily Sales)
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Notes

On this screen, the daily transaction amounts of all
stores are shown. If the user needs to record

today's transaction amount for his/her store, he/she
double click today's sales section for that store,
and the Daily Update Routine screen will come into
sight.
There are two command keys available for the user:
• Finish Key: It leads the user to terminate the
program.

• Back to Store Maintenance Panel Key: This key
brings the user back to the Store Maintenance
Panel.
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Access

(Double Clicks the table of Daily Sales Panel)
-Store Dailj! Safe
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Notes

bn this screen; the daily transactibn amount of the
branch Store can be Written: First, the user needs
to highlight the
enter the right amount
of money for that store. The OK key needs to be
pressed in order to validate this operation.
The other command keys function as follows:

• Back to Store Maintenance panel Key: This key

will bring the program flow to the Store ;
Maintenance Panel for the next operation.

• Finish Key: This key will terminate the
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Store Daily Sale

Access
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Notes

On this screen, all the information related to

daily, weekly, and yearly transaction amounts is
shown through windows.
Three command buttons are available for the

operation:
• Back to Operation Panel Key and Back to Store
Maintenance Panel Key: These two keys lead the
program flow back to the Select-An-Operation
panel and the Store Maintenance Panel,
respectively.
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Done ! Key: This key will let the user back to
the Daily Sale Panel in case more data must be

input to the system database.
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Access Store Maintenance Operation

(Product Pricing)
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Notes

It is necessary to give the user instructions
through the informatibn box on how to modify the
product pricihg before product profile becomes
valid.

There are three optioris available in this indexcard-like screen (1.e. , Prodiicfcion information,
Product pricing and Inventory Reports) .

Among the five cotranand keys, the Edit and Update
keys are enabled only in the Product pricing
section. The rest of the three command keys(i.e.,
Back to Operation Panel, Back to Store Haintenance
Panel, and Finish) are valid throughout all three
SeCLlUUb.
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Access Stoire Maintenance Operation (Inventory of Product
Movement)
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Notes

On this screen, first, the target product can be
searched by Product ID Number, Product Category or
Product Title. Also, this screen can let the user

navigate the whole line of

products through

Navigation up or down button.

Two of many features the user can benefit from are:
the target product inventory status and distributing

criteria for the newly arrived products (criteria
can be changes according to weekly and yearly
transactions).

The functions of the three command keys of this
screen have already been explained in the previous
screens of this chapter.
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Access Select-An-Operation

(Record customer's bad

checks)
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Notes

On this screen, the bad customers' information can

be viewed in two ways: one is from the local branch
store's aspect (i.e. , through the Choose Your
Locality and the key -See all the Customers) and
from the whole company customer database aspect

(i.e., this can be done by choosing the HQ from
Choose Your Locality and the key -See all the
Customers) .

The target bad customer can be searched through
Customer ID or by the Name of the customer.

Three new command keys that need explaining are:
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Add Key: Using this key, the user can add the
new bad customer record to the database.

Delete Key: This key can delete the bad
customer record that no longer has bad credit
in the company.
Edit Key: Edits the existing bad customer
record.
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Access

Record customer's bad checks
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Notes

On this screen-, the customer's bad check information
can be updated. This can be done in three ways:
•

Add a bad check section: First, enter the bad

check's number and the branch store, which
received it. Second, fill in the number of
•

bounced checks(i.e. second or third times) .
Notice sent information section: First, click
the Send box and write down the date of this

notice will be sent; finally, record the number
of notices sent
notice) .

(i.e. first. second, or third

section: This simply
deletes the bad checks, which no longer exist
in this particular customer's file.

Delete the bad check
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Two coirimand buttons are available for the operation:
• Back to Operation Panel Key: Back to the
Select-An-Operation panel for the next

Done Key: After the proper information is
entered, this key serves to validate the
updated information, and bring the program back
to the Record customer's bad checks panel.
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Access

Record ctistonier's bad checks
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'Notes."'

• On this screen, Several options can be chosen to
view the bad customers' records:

• The custotners can be displayed either from the
local store's or from headquarters' point of
; ■ ■ ^-^> .... ■ :■''view', /■ ■ ■ • : ■ ■ ■,::^.'v,; -. ,
•

The customers can be searched by the Customer
ID or Customer's Name.

•

The customers can be classified into three

categories : one check bounced, two checks
bounced,

•

three checks bounced.

The customers can be viewed in great
.e. all columns)

or in concise

.e. some important columns) .
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•

Four different kinds of cotnmand buttons are

available on this screen; their functions are as
follows:

• Back to Form View Key: This key will lead the
user back to the Record customers^ bad check

panel.

• Search the Query Key:

This key must be pressed

after the user chooses to view a customer

group's information (the selected Criteria is
based on the frequency of bounced checks).
• Print the Report Key: Using this key, the
system will send the customized Crystal Report
to the user

who needs it.

• Finish Key: This key will terminate the program
flow.

Ill

Access

Any Screen(Conmiand Key: Finish) -^Fnding Splash

Screen

m

mmm

Note

This is the very last splash screen of the
DMDS software.
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CHAPTER TEN

APPLICATION LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

APPLICATION LIMITATIONS

Even the best program has its limits. In fact, the

larger and more complex a program is, the more restrictions

it is likely to have. In this section, the Decision Making
Database System(DMDS) limitations and performance will be
addressed.

Since Visual Basic and Access are the underlying

language and supporting database, respectively, for the
DMDS, they inherit all the restraints of the Jet database

engine which they both share with. The following tables are
the four aspects (i.e.. Database, Table, Form and Report,
and Query) of the application's limitations,

which

future developers should greatly concern themselves with:
Table 10.1 Database specifications
.Attribute
Database(.mdb) file size

Max.iniuia . • ■ - ;
• •' ■
1 gigabyte. Because database
can include linked tables in

other files, its total size

is limited only by available
storage capacity.
Number of objects in a

32,768

database

Number of characters in an

64

object name
Number of characters in a

14

password
Number of characters in a
user name or group name
Number of concurrent users

20
255
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Table 10.2 Table specifications
■'

Attribute

. r

v--.

.Maxiinum

Number of characters in a table name

64

Number of characters in a field name
Number of fields in a table

64

Table size

1 gigabyte

Number of characters in a text field
Number of characters in a Memo field

65,535

255

255

Size of an OLE object field

1 gigabyte

Number of indexes in a table

32

Number of fields in an index

10

Number of characters in a validation message

255

Number of characters in a table or field

255

description
Number of characters in a validation rule

2,048

Number of characters in a record(excluding

2,000

Memo and OLE object fields)

Number of characters in a field property

255

setting

Table 10.3 Form and report specifications

..Attribute"-

^

Maximum

Number of characters in a label
Number of characters in a text box

2,048
65,535

Form or report width
Section height
Height of all sections plus section
headers(in Design view)

22 in. (55.87cm)
22 in. (55.87cm)
200 in. (508cm)

Number of levels of nested forms or

3

•

reports

Number of fields or expressions one can
sort or group on in a report

10

Number of headers and footers in a

1 report

header/footer; 1

report

page

header/footer; 10
group

headers/footers

Number of printed pages in a report
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65,536

Table 10.4 Query specifications

Maximum ,

Attribute

Number of tables in a query

32

Number of fields in a recordset
Recordset size

255

1 gigabyte

Number of sorted fields in a query
Number of levels of nested queries

50

Number of characters in a cell in the query
design grid
Number of characters for a parameter in a

} jv

10

1,024
255

parameter query
Number of ANDs in a WHERE or HAVING clause

Number of characters in an SQL statement

40

approximately
64,000

In order to ensure that the DMDS use the Jet engine

functions as intended, the software developers' or system
engineers' must adjust the system configuration for the peak
performance of the application. "Visual Basic, as an
underlying application language, does provide a default
setting for most common operations automatically. However,
there are several approaches to tune these settings, such as

PageTimeoUt, ReadAheadPages, and MaxBufferSize etc. So,
determining the best setting for the DMDS can be difficult
and time-consuming. In addition, an optimal setting for one
operation may not be as good for others.

The intention of this report is not to enlist all the
possible factors that affect the application performance,
but to point out a guideline for the problems most users

will likely encounter. As the application administrators
attach the products and customer record^ to the system, more
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and more memory is used in storing these records.

Eventually, if the system runs out of space (about 2,000,000
records in a table) the system performance degradation (e.g.
slow response time) will occur.

Generally, one should avoid such severe degradation by

increasing RAM (Random Access Memory) on the computer
system. The Decision Making Database System (DMDS) requires
a minimum of 12 MB of RAM for Windows 95, but additional RAM

improves performance. ^'The other tuning technique that
might get better performance by specifying the available
virtual memory is at least 25MB minus available space of

RAM. For example, if one's computer system has 16 MB of RAM,
then user should specify at least 9 MB of virtual memory.
One should specify more if the DMDS is running a very large
data set.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

The Decision Making Database System (DMDS), as it was
presented in this project, is intended to show some of the
capabilities of Visual Basic and Access for the data mart
data structure. The DMDS introduced here is just one

feasible starting point of the many implementations of data
mart design. One may want to take the concepts presented in
this project and extend them by:
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• Extending project scope to Internet possibility through
ActiveX controls

^°An ActiveX control is a stand-alone software

component that does specific things in a standard

way. The ActiveX controls have many newly developed
features to make these controls much more usable with

the Internet. Future development of this project can

be greatly simplified by plugging one or more ActiveX
controls into the DMDS application. This takes full

advantage of existing component software
functionality (the ActiveX has the largest number of
components built in today's market), which is

supplied by dozens of companies.
•

Creating Smarter Error-Handling Svsterns

Handling runtime errors is an essential part of any
program. It is not enough for DMDS to just have
several error-handling mechanisms that are scattered

around. Creating smarter error-handling systems is
knowing what to expect and how to handle the
unexpected. More informative error messages and

confirmation routines allowing users the chance to
correct careless mistakes are all part of a smarter
error-handling system.
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•

Designing Multi-user Consideration

The challenges for the Multi-user application are

database locking schemes and transaction management.
It is necessary to fully utilize the Microsoft Jet
database engine to provide three levels of locking

scheme. This prevents two updates from occurring at

the same time.'Another important feature that can
add to the integrity of DMDS is using transactions
operations to manage database update and delete
maintenance routines".
•

Developing more solid system security and encryption work

One can develop routines that will, for example,
record user activity, user login/logout history, and
encrypt the users' passwords or other important

information. These are just a few possibilities for
the future edition of DMDS.
•

Preparing online detail help for the application

Including detail online help is a big plus to make an
application have a finished appearance. Also, if such

a resource is available, attaching online help will
make the system easier to use and greatly enhance
users' confidence and peace of mind.
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CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the Decision Making Database System
(DMDS) for Windows 95 was developed for the decision-makers'

community. Object Linking and Embedding (OLE) technologies
and Structure Query Language (SQL) queries were used for

delivering fast, effective, and comprehensive business

solutions. In this project, the DMDS was shaped up by
adapting data mart Information Packaging Methodology's
refinement technology. Such methodology begins with
information package diagrams, evolves into star schemata,
and then moves into the final physical implementation phase,
using Visual Basic as coding language and Access as back-end
database support.
Nevertheless, data mart implementations are still in a
stage of immaturity. But since data mart carries the fullest

potential to gain competitive advantages, it should be an
important strategic tool in every corporation for the future
perspective.

Moreover, my experiences in cultivating this project
also offered me a chance to browse through other

methodologies on delivering successful data marting
strategies. Due to restricting on the length of the project,
interested readers may refer to entries 21, 22, and 23 of
the Bibliography for more information on how to apply
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alternative methodologies to fine-tune the implementation
techniques and move closer to the promising future of data
mart.

The spur0 code of this project is available on the
Internet with the following URLs:
http;//web.csusb.edu/public/csci/swen. or

http;//csnt.net.csusb.edu/proiects/swen.
In addition, for the formalization of this project in
the Unified Modeling Language (UML) Model interested

individual, can greatly benefit from the work of Dr. Richard
Dotting which can be found at

http:IIwww.csci.csusb.edu/dick/samples/proiect.html. The

information of Star schema recommended by Dr. Josephine
Mendoza can be found at URL

http;//www.netmar.com/~nraden/strlOl.htm.
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Name

92405

Received Froin: AVA

12J2WS

■ Note;

C236546t

Bank Name:

JoeTbni^
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Home SaviitgofAmerican

DeciMon MiningDataBase System
Customers list ~ one bounced cte

Confidential

SiuiDc^-lSWm

L^oSAmbbhi

S-i'i'S

y».

1
Phone Number

(£>Q9>-82Q-6470

Note

ii
•;gN

fB

•i'i-Sv

iCustomerlD 1 A5553721
Name

Rafael Var^

BankName:

Redlands CentralBank

Address

1415NOeirvieveDr.

Account No:

4567109526

city

SanBemaxdinD

Check Number: 1003

State CK

ZIP

Notice Seiid:

Phone Number

92407

■ ■ Note

(909)^.^

Wl
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Received From: MSV

12n3j95

Decision MakingDataBase System
Customers List - two bounced checks

Confidential

ftmftjif; ISlXm

Customer11^ Af99501t
Name

Philiy Cordova

Bank Name

Chino VdlyBank

Address

335 N.Allen St.

Account No:

0280070126

City
State

CA

Sanl^xnaidino

First Check No: 34

ZIP

Second Check No: 67

92405

PhoneNumber (909>-825-9819

Customer ID I

Received From:AVA
Received From;AVA

Notice Send: I2/21/95!i
Notice Send: 12^5/95|:

Note

A654I259

Name

Abert&Jiu^Plitt

Bank Name

Union Bank

Address

Xi5Q JefTetsdn Lane

Account No:

1250965316

City

CoUon

First Check No; 54

Received From:PIV

Notice Send; M^23/P5l?

Second Check No: 60

Received From:MSV

Notice Send: 12/1^95

State

CA

ZIP

92324

efc«r 'im
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;i:^

4mf*

f*fmf

itiltHtititi'l'

Decidon MakingDataBase System

B»e/tte»MmitiHgf

M Customers List - third bounced ch^ks
M

'^
0

M
S:$'S

W0i

AaqmA^javtoWiCkgwfcwfAi:
£feAaHto.£99weBW»Ae ;>/•;'/
aatA.

RunDait: 2nil97
:S5SS

m

^i:

CustomerIdI AfiS412Si>
iji^ijili

Name

Abeit&Jof^Plitt

Bank Name

Union Bank

Address

2250 Jeffexson Lane

Account No

1250965316

City

CoUon

First Check No:

State

CA

Second Check No: 60

Received From: MSV Notice Send: 12/1/95

ZIP

92324

Third Check No:

Received From: SBD

PhoneNumber (909)-825-9800

*

54

62

Received From: RIV

Notice Send: 11/23/95

Notice Send: 12/3/95

Note

I
i

CustoniCT^IDj E2334198

Av

Name

Tom Swain

Bank Name

CostalFedexalBank

Address

117640 FoothillBlvd.

Account No

2567430715
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lP<«y(ewW4)^w^

;]»i;^

Vtft
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Decision Making DataBase System

DmcMonHkMng.
HmtmBamm Bjntimn

Below reorder levd product Kst
Run Data: 2/ll«r7

ProdiictIDj
Product Name

Cookies

Category Name

Confectioxis

Units In Stock
Re-order Level

Units Oh Order

Suppuer Name

Speci^y^^Bisc^,Ltd

Product ID
Product Name

Ice Cieem

Category Name

DailyProduct

Units In Stock
Re-order Level

>:S$:$S$SSxSS:
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Decision MakingDataBase System
On sale product-itMDS list
HunDOe: 2flI/W

ii
PrdductlD

ii Product Name
Chai
CateeoiyName Beverage

IB

UnitPnce

$18:00v

Store Price

AVA

Sale Start

21-Sept-97

$1830

MSV

$19.00

RIV

$18.^

SBD

$1730

Sale End 22-Sept-97

M

»
MM

i:
ProdiictID

Product Name
Chang
±
Category Name Beverages
Unit Price

$19.00

Store Price

AVA

$19.00

MSV

$1955

126

RIV

$18.75

SBD

$18.75

^

mi

W»xJov<c

mmm

iA0yi!0Y0!0YiyM!iYi!0!i!iTi!iTi!i!iTiW^^^

Decision MakingDataBaseSystem
On sde product - items list
B2uiPc^: 2/11/P7

Store Price

AVA

Sale Start

13-Sept-97

$7.79

MSV

$8.00

RIV

$779

SBD

$7.75

RIV

$30JO

SBD

$2955

Sale End 21-Sept-97

&
iS:^

B

ProductID

Product Name
Uncle Bob's Oigaiuc
CategOiy Name Produce
UmtPrice

$30.00

Store Price

AVA

Sale Start

19.Sept.97

$31^

Pean

MSV

$33.00

Sale End 22.Sept.97

|<li^

turn
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-m

"IPwsytew W«xfo¥<i

i!ii!ii!i!i!u!i!iYiYLi!iyi!i!i!iyi!iTi!iYiTO^^

Decision Making DataBase System
Product list ofrecent order
RatDcOt: 2/ll/!»7

Product ID

■

48

Product Name

C^ol&dfi

Categoiy Name

Confections

Units On Order

70

49
—

Product Name

Menhkn

Categoiy Name

Confections

^

■

^
■".

Units On Order

^

,

,

. ■ :•

m

/l
■ ■

Si

■ ■ ■

■■ ■

1

Product ID [

ii»
a»»f 1«t
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mi

Decision MakingDataBaseSystem
Product list ofrecent order
Run Date: 2flU97

Product ID
Product Name

Gnocchidi nonna Alica

Category Name

OrainsX^ieals

Units On Order

Product ID
Product Name

Wunuen gute SemxttftUui&dftl

Categoiy Name

GFBUis/Cexeals

Umts On Order

Product ID I

iMBwrHaaa

W?t';fe>!iS:»#ft»#fe»:»^;<»Sfei!»#;»^!ij!»ii#;«;!###i5#;!;»#;»##;i#i»j»i5;feH'>#!'!»!ft»y^^
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Appendix B:
Microsoft Jet Database Engine

As the previous chapters indicated, the primary
database engine support of the Decision Making Database
System (DMDS) is called the Jet Database Engine. The Jet in

Jet Database Engine stands for Joint Engine Technology.
The Jet Database Engine is a set of components,
generally referred to as DLLs (Dynamic Link Libraries). Such

DLLs are designed to provide specific translation routines
between requests and the target database in order to perform
various functions. These specific translation routines are
available for the native database - Microsoft Access - and

also for other non-native ISAM (Indexed Sequential Access

Method) databases in several popular formats, including
Btrieve, dBase, FoxPro, Paradox, Excel and Lotus 1-2-3.

The Jet Database Engine is not made of a single program
entity; it consists of three main components: the Jet Query

Engine, the Internal ISAM and the Replication Engine. The
task for the Jet Query Engine is to provide the translation
of database SQL (Structured Query Language) statements and

security services. The Internal ISAM handles for providing
storing and retrieving access to external (non-native) data
formats. The Replication Engine is responsible for creating

130

arid peripdically synclironizirig the exact duplicates of a
database at multiple system locations.

^

v

The detailed inner structures and associate

functiorialities of the Microsoft Jet Database Engine go

beyorid the Scope of this project- If interested individuais
want to leatn more about the heart of this powerful Visual

Basic database system engine, one can refer to entries 9,
14, 24, and 25 of the Bibliography or look through various

online resources of the Microsoft corporation.
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